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Abstract Background: Low HCV has recently been qualified by the European Medicines Agency as a
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biomarker for enrichment of clinical trials in predementia stages of Alzheimer’s disease. For auto-
mated methods to meet the necessary regulatory requirements, it is essential they be standardized
and their performance be well characterized.
Methods: The within-image and between-field strength reproducibility of automated hippocampal
volumetry using the Learning Embeddings for Atlas Propagation (or LEAP) algorithm was assessed
on 153 Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative subjects.
Results: Tests/retests at 1.5 T and 3 T, and a comparison between 1.5 T and 3 T, yielded average un-
signed variabilities in HCVs of 1.51%, 1.52%, and 2.68%. A small bias between field strengths (mean
signed difference, 1.17%; standard deviation, 3.07%) was observed.
Conclusions: The measured reproducibility characteristics confirm the suitability of using auto-
mated magnetic resonance imaging analyses to assess HCVs quantitatively and to represent a funda-
mental characterization that is critical to meet the regulatory requirements for using hippocampal
volumetry in clinical trials and health care.
� 2014 The Alzheimer’s Association. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common cause of
dementia and one of the major health care issues of the future
[1]. The most widely established biomarkers for AD are
derived from cerebrospinal fluid, amyloid imaging, or
structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [2]. Hippo-
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campal volume (HCV) is an extensively evaluated and
established biomarker from structural MRI, correlating
with disease stage [2,3], cognitive performance [4–6, 35],
postmortem Braak stage [8], and local neuronal density
[9]. In the AD pathological cascade [10], hippocampal atro-
phy accelerates before the transition to clinical dementia
[11]. Indeed, low HCV has been shown to be a predictive
marker of AD in subjects with mild cognitive impairment
(MCI) [12–14]. Although quantitative MRI has been
primarily a research technique applied to research studies
and clinical trials [15], recent regulatory approval of
algorithms for the automated analysis of structural MRI
as medical devices [16,17] are enabling more widespread
use in clinical practice.

After a submission by a public–private consortium led by
the Critical Path Institute’s Coalition against Major
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Diseases, HCV was qualified by the European Medicines
Agency in late 2011 as a biomarker to enrich clinical trials
of AD during the predementia phase (European Medicines
Agency/document ID EMACHMP/SAWP/809208/2011)
[18]. The Critical Path Institute’s Coalition against Major
Diseases is currently preparing data to support a similar
qualification with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) in accordance with their guidance (FDA) 2010
[19,20]. The current article addresses one key question
around test/retest variability posed by the FDA to support
that qualification submission.

Manual hippocampal volumetry is a time-consuming
task [21], requiring automated methods to enable routine
use [7,22–26]. A fundamental performance characteristic
is test/retest reproducibility (i.e., how the outcome
measure varies when computed from two repeat images
acquired in the absence of plausible biological variability
or across different scanners from different vendors and/or
at different field strengths). In a clinical trial context,
although within-subject repeat images to measure atrophy
are performed on the same imager, it remains an open issue
whether (and how) single-point measurements of HCV
might be combined across field strengths for use as an inclu-
sion criterion.

We assess the repeatability and reproducibility of HCVs
calculated using one of the four methods included in the
qualification submission to the European Medicines Agency
and the FDA—namely, Learning Embeddings for Atlas
Propagation (LEAP) [7,27]. This algorithm is assessed in
153 subjects from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging
Study (ADNI)-1 [28] who were scanned at both 1.5 T and
3 T.

We extend previous validation of LEAP against refer-
ence segmentations [7]. Specifically, we address the
within-subject reproducibility of the extracted HCVs to
support the requested analysis for the qualification sub-
mission[19,20], extending previous work substantially
[29–31] by studying a much larger sample size across
the full spectrum of AD (control subjects, and patients
with MCI and AD), and assessing reliability both
within-imager and across field strengths in a rigorous sta-
tistical framework. We characterize test/retest measures
from three distinct within-subject data pairings—namely,
(i) intraexamination (back-to-back) repeat images without
subject repositioning at 1.5 T, (ii) intraexamination (back-
to-back) repeat images without subject repositioning at 3
T, and (iii) repeat images acquired at different field
strengths with minimal interimage temporal separation
(1.5 T and 3 T). The independent evaluation of the
different variabilities allows conclusions to be drawn on
the interplay of instrument-induced noise, patient-
induced noise, and the robustness of the used algorithm
toward these different noise sources.

Although this article addresses test/retest performance for
one particular HCV algorithm, our approach, based on the
publically available ADNI data, can also serve as a template
for similar analyses with other HCValgorithms or structural
MRI biomarkers.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Image data

In the ADNI study [33], brain magnetic resonance (MR)
images were acquired from approximately 200 cognitively
normal older subjects, 400 subjects with amnestic MCI
(aMCI), and 200 subjects with early AD. For all subjects,
T1-weighted Magnetization prepared rapid acquisition
gradient echo (MP-RAGE volumetric MR images were
acquired at 1.5 T at baseline and at regular follow-up inter-
vals. For every subject and at every time point, two back-
to-back (test/retest) repeat images were acquired during a
single imaging session. For a subset of subjects, images
were also acquired at 3 T [32]. Both unprocessed images
are used in our study and preprocessed in house to allow a
comparison of back-to-back images. A more detailed
description of ADNI and its study design, as well as image
acquisition parameters are included in Appendix A.

Our study aims to analyze all ADNI subjects for which a
baseline and month 12 image is available at both field
strengths. Inclusion/exclusion criteria as detailed in
Appendix B led to 153 included ADNI subjects.

Although the study population allows measures of both
baseline and longitudinal reproducibility, this work ad-
dresses baseline variability specifically. The 612 unpro-
cessed baseline images for all 153 subjects were
downloaded from the ADNI repository [33] and were used
in this study. Table 1 summarizes the subject characteristics
of the study population.
2.2. Preprocessing

Each unprocessed ADNI image was skull-stripped [46]
individually and corrected for intensity inhomogeneity [34].
2.3. Hippocampal volumetry

After preprocessing, all used ADNI images were
segmented automatically using LEAP [7]. Details about
the hippocampus definition and resulting average volumes
used are reported by Wolz and colleagues [7, 35].

We report results obtained using the hemispheric average
HCV computed from each image. Findings with left and
right HCVs independently were substantially similar as
detailed in the Discussion.
2.4. Difference measures

Interimage differences in HCV were evaluated using
both signed and unsigned (magnitude) difference measures.
For each of these, both absolute (d, measured in cubic milli-
meters) and relative (D, measured as a percent) differences
were computed.



Table 1

Subject metadata

Clinical group n, female (%) Age, y; mean 6 SD MMSE score, pt; mean 6 SD APOE status (ε2-3/ε2-4/ε3-3/ε3-4/ε4-4), %

AD 28 (60.7) 74.6 6 8.7 22.8 6 2.1 3.6/0.0/28.6/35.7/32.1

aMCI 74 (35.1) 74.9 6 7.8 26.4 6 3.7 1.4/2.7/45.9/32.4/17.6

Normal 51 (64.7) 75.7 6 4.9 29.3 6 0.9 13.7/0.0/54.9/29.4/2.0

Abbreviations: MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; APOE, apolipoprotein E; SD, standard deviation; AD, Alzheimer’s disease; aMCI, amnestic mild

cognitive impairment.

NOTE. Number, female fraction, age in years, MMSE scores, and APOE status are shown for the AD, aMCI, and normal cohorts. For APOE status, the

prevalence for appearing combinations of both APOE alleles is shown.
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For two HCVs, v1 and v2, the absolute unsigned and
signed differences, respectively, are defined as

dunsigned5jv12v2j (1)

dsigned5v12v2 (2)

Relative differences Dunsigned and Dsigned were defined as
the volumetric difference normalized by the average of both
volumes:
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The relative unsigned difference is closely related to the
coefficient of variance (CV):
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The distributions of the signed differences provide infor-
mation on both the variance (spread) and potential bias in the
measurements, and were summarized using parametric
(Gaussian) statistics. The unsigned differences present a
skewed, positive-definite distribution and are commonly
used to assess the accuracy of a measurement against a
known ground truth value. These distributions were summa-
rized using nonparametric statistics. We also calculated the
root mean square of the CV as a robust measure of central
tendency in the unsigned measure. Of the two back-to-
back images at 1.5 T and 3 T, the one acquired first was
used for interfield strength comparison, and the 1.5 T volume
was subtracted from the 3 T volume (i.e., v1 corresponds to
3 T and v2 corresponds to 1.5 T).
2.5. Intraclass correlation coefficient

The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was evaluated
to test the agreement of test/retest volumes and between
volumes acquired at different field strengths. A measure of
absolute agreement (criterion-references reliability, ICC
[2,1] [36]), was used to establish correlations between a
set of two measurements. To model a possible field strength
difference in the intrafield strength comparison, ICC(3,1)
was also computed to measure the degree of consistency
between the two sets of volumes [37].

2.6. Establishing significance among different measures

Our analysis was performed independently for different
subgroups of the analyzed cohort. In particular, the diag-
nosis, the scanner model, and the time interval between
acquisition of 1.5-T and 3-T images were used to define sub-
groups of interest. To establish significance, a one-way anal-
ysis of variance (ANOVA) [38], with the subgroup variable
as a factor, was carried out for the signed measurements. For
the unsigned measurements, a nonparametric Kruskal-
Wallis test [39] was conducted. In addition, to compare
two groups (e.g., healthy subjects and patients with AD),
unpaired, two-tailed, unequal-variance t tests and Wilcox-
on’s rank tests were carried out between the signed and un-
signed differences of the subgroups of interest respectively.
3. Results

3.1. Test/retest reliability at 1.5 T and 3 T

Fig. 1 presents Bland-Altman plots (difference vs.
average) and scatterplots (image 2 vs. image 1) of the paired
HCVs measured from the within-field strength repeat im-
ages at 1.5 T and 3 T, respectively. Mean HCVs and differ-
ences for the three diagnostic groups (normal, aMCI, and
AD) are presented in Table 2 for images acquired at 1.5 T
and 3 T. Both Bland-Altman plots show a mean difference
close to zero between HCVs obtained from back-to-back im-
ages acquired during the same imaging session. In addition,
Table 2 shows ICCs for the comparison of test/retest images
(ICC[2,1]) at 1.5 Tand 3 T, and the coefficient of determina-
tion (R2).

A slightly greater variation can be observed for the 3-T
images. The scatterplots show a strong correlation between
measurements at both field strengths. Absolute HCV does
not influence measured variability substantially.

3.2. Interfield strength variability

In Fig. 2, a Bland-Altman plot together with a scatterplot
is presented for the comparison of 1.5-T and 3-T HCV mea-
surements. Although within 2 standard deviations, both plots
indicate a slightly greater volume, on average, at 3 T
compared with 1.5 T (significant on a two-tailed t test with



Fig. 1. (A–D) Test/retest variability. The top row shows variability at 1.5 T, the bottom row at 3 T. Bland-Altman plots (A, C) and scatterplots (B, D) of the

hippocampal volumes measured in the 1.5-Tand 3-T back-to-back images, respectively, are shown. (A, C) The differences are calculated as image 2 less image

1. AD, Alzheimer’s disease; aMCI, amnestic mild cognitive impairment; NC, normal control subject; SD, standard deviation.
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P, .001). Because the 3-T images were acquired systemat-
ically after their 1.5-T equivalent, this trend is against poten-
tial volumetric changes resulting from atrophy. This
systematic bias was approximately one-third the standard
deviation of the differences. Quantitative results for this
comparison are presented in Table 3 [40]. Both signed and
unsigned differences are presented for volumetric and per-
centage differences. ICCs (ICC[2,1] and ICC[3,1]) and the
coefficient of determination (R2) are presented for the inter-
field strength comparison. No significant difference was
observed between ICC values measured on 1.5 T and 3 T
when applying Fisher’s Z test [41].
3.3. Influence of diagnostic group

The difference in absolute HCV between diagnostic
groups was significant on both field strengths (ANOVA,
F 5 23.3 for 1.5 T, F 5 20.5 for 3 T; P , .001).

For all presented comparisons, both the unsigned and
signed variability measured according to Eqs. 1 to 4 are
not significantly different between diagnostic groups on a
Kruskal-Wallis test or ANOVA respectively.
3.4. Influence of imager vendor and model

To detect a potential bias of measurement variability to
a particular MR imager type, the test/retest analysis for
1.5 Tand 3 Twas repeated independently for different imager
vendors or models. No significant difference in signed or un-
signedvariability couldbe observedbetween images acquired
on different imager models. Seventy-six subjects were
imaged on imagers from different manufacturers for their
1.5-T and 3-T image acquisition. The measured interfield
strength variabilities in this group and in the group of the re-
maining 77 subjects was not statistically significant (P5.05).
3.5. Influence of time interval between the 1.5-T image and
the 3-T image

To establish the influence that the time interval between
the acquisition of two images can play, the interfield strength
variation was measured independently for thresholds of
30 days and 45 days. Results for time intervals of 3-30
days were compared to 31-103 days and results for 3-45
days were compared to 46-103 days. The only group that
shows significantly different variation in the signed differ-
ence measure is the one with a time interval of 46-103
days. No significance was observed for the difference in un-
signed variabilities.
4. Discussion

We presented a detailed analysis to characterize the per-
formance of automated volumetry of brain structures across
(i) intraexamination (back-to-back) images without subject
repositioning and (ii) images acquired at different field
strengths within a few days or weeks. This dual approach
measures the robustness of the extracted volumes with
respect to both instrumental and patient noise within a single
30-minute examination (see [i]), and to significant changes to
instrument (including vendor, field strength, and coil type),
patient positioning, and patient changes over days or weeks



Table 2

Test/retest variability

Combined AD aMCI Normal

1.5 T

Volume, mm3 2221.7 6 363.7 1964.3 6 340.7 2162.6 6 340.9 2447.8 6 270.0

dunsigned, mm3

(25%/50%/75%)

32.2 6 24.4

(13.19/26.25/48.52)

36.6 6 29.6

(13.19/29.51/51.82)

32.4 6 22.3

(13.71/28.30/48.38)

29.6 6 24.3

(12.66/22.50/45.62)

dsigned, mm3 22.56 6 40.4 23.92 6 47.4 24.94 6 39.1 1.63 6 38.5

Dunsigned, %

(25%/50%/75%)

1.51 6 1.22

(0.57/1.21/2.25)

1.92 6 1.62

(0.72/1.56/2.75)

1.54 6 1.12

(0.67/1.24/2.30)

1.23 6 1.04

(0.54/0.93/1/91)

Dsigned, % 20.19 6 1.93 20.24 6 2.53 20.34 6 1.93 0.06 6 1.62

RMS, CV

(25%/50%/75%)

1.70 (0.40/0.86/1.59) 1.97 (0.51/1.10/1.95) 1.79 (0.47/0.88/1.63) 1.40 (0.38/0.66/1.35)

R2 0.988 0.982 0.987 0.980

ICC(2,1) [CI] 0.994 [0.992–0.996] 0.991 [0.980–0.996] 0.994 [0.990–9.996] 0.990 [0.983–0.994]

3 T

Volume, mm3 2245.1 6 366.5 1992.2 6 334.9 2192.2 6 334.9 2461.6 6 292.6

dunsigned, mm3

(25%/50%/75%)

33.6 6 30.7

(10.52/27.05/48.31)

29.7 6 30.7

(6.75/21.3/42.4)

35.4 6 33.6

(9.12/29.70/47.84)

33.1 6 26.3

(13.80/26.42/49.11)

dsigned, mm3 24.55 6 45.3 211.08 6 41.6 24.59 6 48.8 20.90 6 42.5

Dunsigned, %

(25%/50%/75%)

1.52 6 1.37

(0.49/1.14/2.20)

1.51 6 1.53

(0.37/1.06/2.38)

1.63 6 1.47

(0.45/1.32/2.24)

1.36 6 1.12

(0.55/0.89/1.97)

Dsigned, % 20.21 6 2.50 20.53 6 2.10 20.19 6 2.20 20.05 6 1.78

RMS, CV

(25%/50%/75%)

1.45 (0.35/0.81/1.56) 1.51 (0.27/0.75/1.68) 1.55 (0.32/0.94/1.59) 1.24 (0.39/0.63/1.40)

R2 0.985 0.984 0.980 0.980

ICC (2,1) [CI] 0.992 [0.990–0.994] 0.993 [0.984–0.997] 0.991 [0.985–0.994] 0.989 [0.980–0.993]

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; aMCI, amnestic mild cognitive impairment; RMS, root mean square; CV, coefficient of variance; ICC, intraclass

correlation coefficient; CI, confidence interval.

NOTE. The following measures are shown for 1.5 T (top part) and 3 T (bottom part) volumes: volumetric difference (dunsigned, dsigned) and percentage

difference (Dunsigned, Dsigned) for the combined cohort and the different clinical groups. The 25%, 50%, 75% percentiles are presented in brackets for the

unsigned and CV measurements. Furthermore, the RMS of the CVand the coefficient of determination (R2) are presented. Also, ICC(2,1) is presented together

with its 95% CI. The observed volumetric differences and variabilities are not significantly different statistically.
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(see [ii]). Analyzing HCVs measured from the ADNI data
set allowed the reproducibility characteristics and the sensi-
tivity to different variance components to be assessed in a
relatively large cohort spanning normal elderly control,
aMCI, and AD diagnostic categories. This approach comple-
ments current research aimed at standardizing the automated
extraction of HCVand validating it as a biomarker [45,21]. In
this context, a quantitative measurement of the variability of
automated volumetry is essential.

Previous work has been published that measures the vari-
ability of automated andmanual brain volumetry [29], which
measured the variability in HCV when traced manually in
repeat images acquired within 2 to 4 weeks. A median CV
Fig. 2. (A, B) Interfield strength variability. Bland-Altman plot (A) and scatterp

images. (A) The differences are calculated as 3 T less 1.5 T, for the first image in eac

impairment; NC, normal control subject; SD, standard deviation.
of 0.28% was observed in 10 subjects. Jovicich and col-
leagues [30] evaluated, on cohorts of 15 elderly and 5 young
subjects, how different effects influence the measurement of
brain volumes with FreeSurfer [22]. The reported mean vol-
ume difference [42] for HCVs on two test/retest images
(same imager, different imaging session) is 3.1%. ICCs of
0.793 and 0.844 were reported for HCVs when using the
SRI24 atlas [31] and automated extraction [22], respectively.
Volumes extracted from 1.5 Twere, on average, 5.5% larger
than on 3 Twith the SRI atlas and 4% smaller on 1.5 T than 3
T when using FreeSurfer.

With 153 subjects imaged at 33 different ADNI sites, our
analysis was applied to a much larger, much more diverse
lot (B) of the hippocampal volumes measured in the 3-T images vs. 1.5-T

h imaging session. AD, Alzheimer’s disease; aMCI, amnestic mild cognitive



Table 3

A 1.5-T vs. a 3-T comparison

Combined AD aMCI Normal

dunsigned, mm3

(25%/50%/75%)

59.5 6 42.9

(22.44/53.78/88.13)

70.7 6 49.3

(36.59/55.61/99.32)

56.5 6 42.0

(16.36/55.46/78.85)

57.7 6 40.2

(23.68/50.63/84.31)

dsigned, mm3 26.4 6 68.5 31.5 6 81.1 29.9 6 64.0 18.6 6 68.2

Dunsigned, %

(25%/50%/75%)

2.68 6 1.89

(1.00/2.46/3.87)

3.51 6 2.16

(1.88/3.70/5.35)

2.59 6 1.87

(0.85/2.42/3.87)

2.35 6 1.65

(0.99/2.11/3.46)

Dsigned, % 1.17 6 3.07 1.67 6 3.82 1.32 6 2.93 0.67 6 2.81

RMS, CV

(25%/50%/75%)

2.32 (0.71/1.74/2.74) 2.90 (1.33/2.61/3.79) 2.26 (0.60/1.72/2.74) 2.02 (0.70/1.50/2.45)

R2 0.960 0.938 0.958 0.939

ICC(2,1) [CI] 0.979 [0.971–0.986] 0.960 [0.915–0.982] 0.984 [0.974–0.990] 0.961 [0.934–0.978]

ICC(3,1) [CI] 0.978 [0.967–0.984] 0.960 [0.915–0.982] 0.981 [0.966–0.989] 0.960 [0.930–0.977]

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; aMCI, amnestic mild cognitive impairment; RMS, root mean square; CV, coefficient of variance; ICC, intraclass

correlation coefficient; CI, confidence interval.

NOTE. Presented are signed and unsigned volumetric differences (dsigned, dunsigned), and signed and unsigned percentage differences (Dsigned, Dunsigned). The

25%, 50%, and 75% percentiles are presented in brackets for the unsigned and CVmeasurements. Furthermore, the RMS of the CVand the coefficient of deter-

mination (R2) are presented. The unsigned difference (Dunsigned) is significantly different among the three diagnostic groups (P , .05).
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cohort than previous single-site studies. The performed anal-
ysis addressed directly the questions raised by the FDA in
the ongoing qualification effort of low HCV as an enrich-
ment biomarker in clinical AD trials [19]. Mean unsigned
differences in HCV for 1.5-T and 3-T back-to-back test/ret-
ests were 1.51% and 1.52%, respectively. The mean absolute
difference across field strengths was 2.68%. No significant
difference was observed between variability in the left and
right hippocampus. A strong ICC was measured for all three
test/retest comparisons, with ICC(2,1) ranging from 0.979
to 0.994. The results presented in our study are substantially
less variable than most of the previously published findings
described earlier. The one study with smaller reported vari-
ability is that of Jack and colleagues [29] for manual volu-
metry, which reported a median CV of 0.28%, in
comparison with median CVs in the current study of
0.86% and 0.81% for the 1.5-T and 3-T back-to-back test/re-
test, respectively. However, all the subjects investigated in
the study by Jack and colleagues [29] were young and
healthy, and all imaging was done on the same vendor plat-
form at a single site. A slightly lower median CV (0.66% for
1.5 T, 0.63% for 3 T) was observed in the healthy group in
our study. Also, because of their less diverse appearance,
the segmentation of younger subjects is likely to be less chal-
lenging than that of elderly healthy subjects.

Our results show good agreement in HCVs across back-
to-back repeat images but also across MR field strengths
and imager manufacturers. The variabilities measured in
the 1.5-T vs. the 3-T comparison contain noise resulting
from change in instrument, change in field strength, subject
positioning, and patient physiological variations. The results
suggest that for the LEAP algorithm, these errors are on the
order of the errors from instrumental and positioning noise
within a single session as measured in both back-to-back
experiments.

It is useful to place the variability measured in the cur-
rent study in the context of differences and changes in
HCVs relevant to the study of AD. First, the mean abso-
lute signed measurement variabilities of 32.2 mm3,
33.6 mm3, and 59.5 mm3, in the 1.5-T test/retest, 3-T
test/retest, and interfield strength comparisons, respec-
tively, are small compared with the mean difference be-
tween HCVs in the AD and normal cohorts—equating
to 6.7%, 7.2%, and 12.5%, respectively, of the mean volu-
metric differences between hippocampi from AD and
normal subjects (calculated from the 28 AD and 51
normal subjects in these data). (Variability for the 1.5-T
test/retest (6.7%) is measured from volumes on 1.5-T
data in our study. Variability for the 3-T test/retest
(7.2%) is measured from volumes on 3-T data, and inter-
field strength variability (12.5%) is measured from aver-
aged volumes between 1.5T and 3T). Second, the
observed test/retest variabilities within diagnostic cate-
gories (1.92% and 1.54%) are less than the mean annual-
ized change (w3.85% per year and w2.34% per year) in
the ADNI AD and aMCI populations, respectively,
although that in the normal cohort (1.23%) is greater
than the corresponding annualized change in this group
(w0.85% per year) [35]. Third, the mean variability of
32.2 mm3 at 1.5 T is 9.4% of the overall standard devia-
tion in the distribution of 1.5-T HCVs in the MCI cohort.
This is relevant for the use of HCV measures as an inclu-
sion criterion for clinical trials; although the precise im-
plications of test/retest variability for enrichment are
beyond the scope of this article, these results suggest
that the test/retest variability is likely to be sufficiently
tight to allow HCV measures to be used reliably for
enrichment purposes.

HCVs measured on 3 T are on average 26.4 mm3, or
1.17% larger than on 1.5 T on the defined signed difference
measures. However, this is substantially less than the stan-
dard deviation (3.07%) in the 1.5-T vs. the 3-T comparison
and also less than the standard deviations in the measured
variability between back-to-back images at each field
strength individually (1.22% and 1.37%, respectively).
This suggests that for cross-sectional applications in which
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only a single image is required (e.g., for enrichment based on
a HCV inclusion criterion), combining measures derived
from both 1.5-T and 3-T images will result in only a small
power loss when LEAP is used. Additional work is also
needed to identify whether the field strength bias in volume
is related to the difference in spatial resolution in the 1.5-T
and 3-T images (see Appendix B [32], for details).

Knowing the variability of an automated algorithm for
hippocampal volumetry allows modeling the performance
of a biomarker and its power to predict a certain outcome.
More detailed analyses of the influence of the measured vari-
ability on the definition of, for example, cutoff points for clin-
ical trial enrichment, automated volumetric measurements
using the same 1.5-T and 3-T data and framework represent
logical extensions to this work. A well-characterized
biomarker can then be applied in providing assistance in clin-
ical decision making. Currently, different commercial prod-
ucts are available or tested that provide an automated and
fast analysis of a patient’s HCV from brain MRI [16,17].
To evaluate the generalizability of our results, preliminary
evaluation was also performed on 160 1.5-T test/retest im-
ages, from which the hippocampus was segmented using
the LEAP algorithm, from the IXI data set [40]. The unsigned
variability of Dunsigned51:7761:21% is highly consistent
with the results reported here. Additional studies are required
to assess the test/retest performance of other HCV algo-
rithms. Furthermore, to extend the state of the art beyond
the currently “qualified” biomarker of low HCV in a single
baseline measurement, the evaluation of longitudinal consis-
tency of automated methods for hippocampal volumetry is
another interesting future direction.

One limitation of our study lies in the use of only within-
session test/retest images at each field strength. This
eliminates any variability resulting from positioning and
day-to-day physiological variations. Although these vari-
abilities are included in the interfield strength measure-
ments, they are conflated with imager effects. Analyses on
different data sets incorporating such noncontiguous repeat
images could help to disentangle these different sources of
variability. Our study, furthermore, assumes an exclusion
of subjects with reduced HCV for other reasons than AD,
such as alcohol use, stress, or head injury. Future work might
address how such effects could be accounted for to allow an
inclusion of affected subject groups.
5. Conclusions

We addressed the regulatory requirement to characterize
carefully the reproducibility of HCV measurements using
the LEAP algorithm and a large test/retest cohort of 153
ADNI subjects. This data set allowed the quantification of
test/retest performance for 1.5 T and 3 T separately, and
a comparison between 1.5 T and 3 T, yielding average un-
signed variabilities (absolute difference divided by average)
in HCVs of 1.51%, 1.52%, and 2.68%. These equated to
absolute average volumetric variabilities of 32.2 mm3,
33.6 mm3, and 59.5 mm3, respectively. ICCs of 0.994,
0.992, and 0.970 were measured for these three compari-
sons. No bias with the size of the hippocampus or diagnostic
category was observed. Only a small bias between field
strengths (mean signed difference of 1.17%, compared
with a standard deviation across subjects of 3.07%) was
observed. Although the evaluation on different data sets pre-
cludes a direct comparison, our variability measurements are
comparable with what has been reported for manual volume-
try and compare favorably with other published results on
automated hippocampal volumetry. These reproducibility
characteristics and demonstration of robustness to scanner
type represent a fundamental characterization that is critical
to meet the necessary regulatory requirements for use in
clinical trials and health care.
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RESEARCH IN CONTEXT

1. Systematic review: We reviewed the literature using
traditional (e.g., PubMed) sources and meeting ab-
stracts and presentations. As presented in the article,
different publications exist with respect to the vari-
ability of automated hippocampal volumetry. Our
work fills the gap identified by the Food and Drug
Administration with respect to a rigorous analysis
of this variability on a large cohort.

2. Interpretation: Our work shows that even on a large
data set, current automated algorithms for hippocam-
pal volumetry perform robustly enough to fulfill the
purpose that is currently laid out in regulatory pro-
cesses to use automatically extracted HCV as an
enrichment biomarker in clinical trials of Alz-
heimer’s disease.

3. Future work: The article describes a general frame-
work of how to asses the variability of an automated
method for the extraction of the volume of brain
structures. The same approach can be applied in the
qualification process of comparable biomarkers for
potentially different purposes.
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Appendix A

The Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative
(ADNI) was launched in 2003 by the National Institute on
Aging, the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and
Bioengineering, the Food and Drug Administration, private
pharmaceutical companies, and nonprofit organizations as
a 60 million$, 5-year public–private partnership. The pri-
mary goal of ADNI has been to test whether serial magnetic
resonance (MR) imaging, positron emission tomography,
other biological markers, and clinical and neuropsychologi-
cal assessment can be combined to measure the progression
of mild cognitive impairment and Alzheimer’s disease.
Determination of sensitive and specific markers of very early
AD progression is intended to aid researchers and clinicians
to develop new treatments andmonitor their effectiveness, as
well as lessen the time and cost of clinical trials. The princi-
ple investigator of this initiative is Michael W. Weiner, MD
(VA Medical Center and University of California, San Fran-
cisco, CA). The ADNI is the result of efforts of many co-
investigators from a broad range of academic institutions
and private corporations, and subjects have been recruited
frommore than 50 sites across the United States and Canada.
The initial goal of the ADNI was to recruit 800 adults, ages
55 to 90 years, to participate in the research—approximately
200 cognitively normal older individuals to be monitored for
3 years, 400 people with amnestic mild cognitive impair-
ment to be monitored for 3 years, and 200 people with early
Alzheimer’s disease to be monitored for 2 years. For up-to-
date information, see [34]. For all subjects, T1-weighted
MP-RAGE volumetric MR images were acquired at 1.5 T
at baseline and during regular follow-up intervals. For every
subject and at every time point, two back-to-back (test/
retest) repeat images were acquired during a single imaging
session. For a subset of subjects, images were also acquired
at 3 T [25]. The one image per field strength and time point
that is identified as “best” by the ADNI MR core is prepro-
cessed with a pipeline using GradWarp, B1 nonuniformity
correction and bias field correction using N3 [32].

In the ADNI study, subjects were imaged at more than
50 sites in North America, resulting in a diversity of imaging
vendors and models. Images of 1.5 T and 3 Twere acquired
on 10 and 9 different imaging models, respectively, at 33
different sites. Images at both field strengths were acquired,
in general, with a slice thickness of 1.20mm. The average in-
plane resolution was slightly higher and less variable at 3 T,
at 1.00 6 0.01 mm (range, 1–1.02 mm) compared with
1.01 6 0.13 mm (range, 0.94–1.30 mm) at 1.5 T.

The quality of the 3-T images in ADNI-1 is heterogeneous
because some of the imagers used were early 3-Tmodels that
did not have array head coils and are therefore unrepresenta-

tive of modern 3-T imagers. The analysis was therefore per-
formed independently for individual imagers to assess a
potential influence on test/retest accuracy on imagers that
have been identified previously to be problematic [43].

The 3-T baseline images were acquired 27 6 18 days
(mean 6 standard deviation; minimum, 3 days; maximum,
103days) after the 1.5-T baseline image. We therefore
analyzed independently the groups of subjects that had (1)
less than or equal to 30 days (n 5 109) or (2) less than or
equal to 45 days (n 5 136) between images at both field
strengths. For 17 subjects, the 3-T image was acquired
more than 45 days after the 1.5-T image, with a maximum
of 103 days.

Appendix B

Our study aims to analyze all Alzheimer’s Disease Neu-
roimaging Initiative (ADNI) subjects for which a baseline
and 12-month image is available at both field strengths
(1.5 T and 3 T). A total of 161 subjects were imaged at
both field strengths and at both time points. For eight sub-
jects, less than two unprocessed MP-RAGE images were
available that passed quality control by the ADNI magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) core [43]. Table B1 gives the
ADNI subject identification numbers for all included and
excluded subjects. The ADNI MRI core has very recently
proposed standardized lists of ADNI subjects, and recom-
mended their use wherever possible to improve compara-
bility of analyses across publications based on ADNI data
[44]. However, the current list that includes subjects imaged
at 1.5 T and 3 T excludes subjects that were imaged on mag-
netic resonance images that are not considered typical of
modern 3-T images (e.g., those with single-channel head
coils). Of 118 ADNI subjects that are suggested by the
ADNI core to be used in an analysis of 3-T images at month
12, 115 are included in our study population. The three sub-
jects that are not used are part of the eight subjects excluded
because their back-to-back images are not available, as
mentioned earlier. Subject identification numbers high-
lighted in Table B1 are also part of the official ADNI 3 T
list [44] for month 12 and therefore form the subset that is
included in the ADNI list but not in our study. No significant
difference in unsigned and signed measurement variability
was observed between the subset of our study population
that is also part of the ADNI standardized list and the subset
of our study population that is not part of this list. No signif-
icant difference in performance was observed between
different image vendors or models. The Siemens Allegra
model, which has been identified previously as problematic
[44], did not perform significantly differently than other 3-T
images in this study in terms of reproducibility.
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Table B1

ADNI subjects included and excluded in our analysis

1.1.1 Included subjects

002_S_0413 018_S_0450 027_S_0417 082_S_1256 130_S_1337 033_S_1279

002_S_0954 018_S_0633 027_S_0835 094_S_1241 136_S_0086 033_S_1309

002_S_1018 021_S_0332 027_S_1081 094_S_1267 136_S_0194 068_S_1075

002_S_1070 023_S_0030 027_S_1082 094_S_1293 136_S_0195 126_S_0605

002_S_1261 023_S_0031 027_S_1277 100_S_0015 136_S_0196 128_S_1242

002_S_1268 023_S_0058 027_S_1385 100_S_0190 136_S_0300 131_S_0384

005_S_0324 023_S_0061 027_S_1387 100_S_1286 136_S_0426 131_S_0441

005_S_0448 023_S_0078 031_S_0830 116_S_0382 136_S_0429 131_S_0457

005_S_0553 023_S_0139 031_S_1066 116_S_0392 136_S_0579 131_S_1301

005_S_0572 023_S_0331 031_S_1209 116_S_0487 136_S_1227 131_S_1389

005_S_0602 023_S_0376 032_S_0677 116_S_0649 002_S_0729 133_S_0433

005_S_0814 023_S_0388 032_S_1101 116_S_0752 002_S_1280 133_S_0488

007_S_1206 023_S_0604 032_S_1169 116_S_1232 013_S_1035 133_S_0525

007_S_1222 023_S_0625 037_S_0303 116_S_1249 020_S_1288 133_S_0629

012_S_0689 023_S_0855 037_S_0501 126_S_0606 032_S_0187 133_S_0638

012_S_1009 023_S_0916 037_S_1225 127_S_0260 032_S_0479 133_S_0727

012_S_1292 023_S_0926 051_S_1072 127_S_0393 033_S_0514 133_S_0771

012_S_1321 023_S_0963 051_S_1123 127_S_0622 033_S_0724 133_S_0792

016_S_0769 023_S_1046 051_S_1131 127_S_0844 033_S_0725 133_S_0912

016_S_1117 023_S_1126 051_S_1331 128_S_1088 033_S_0733 133_S_0913

016_S_1121 023_S_1190 052_S_1250 128_S_1148 033_S_0920 133_S_1031

016_S_1326 023_S_1247 052_S_1251 130_S_0423 033_S_0922 133_S_1055

018_S_0335 023_S_1262 053_S_0507 130_S_0505 033_S_1016 133_S_1170

018_S_0369 027_S_0307 067_S_0290 130_S_0886 033_S_1086

018_S_0406 027_S_0403 067_S_0607 130_S_0956 033_S_1098

018_S_0425 027_S_0404 082_S_0928 130_S_0969 033_S_1116

Excluded subjects

013_S_0996 067_S_1253 100_S_0035 133_S_0493

037_S_0588 082_S_1079 130_S_0449 136_S_0184

The top part of the table lists the 153 subjects. The bottom part shows Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative subjects excluded because of at least one

missing unprocessed image at one time point/field strength combination. Highlighted subjects are part of the official Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initia-

tive list for 3-T magnetic resonance images acquired at M12 but not part of our data set.
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